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Abstract: This paper presents the research on mechanism of dynamic size effect on rock mass strength based on structural 

hierarchy. Relaxation model of Maxwell type for rock mass is used to obtain the relationship between strength, sample size and 

strain rate. This model is used to analyse the experimentally observed laws of dynamic size effect on rock mass strength. It is 

shown that because of the finitness of crack propagation velocity, when the strain rate is well above certain charateristic strain rate, 

dynamic loading process takes predominant role. The stresses in sample have not enough time to relax completely. The larger the 

sample size is, the more time is required for cracks to propagate through the sample, and the higher the applied stresses are before 

the macrofractures of samples occur. On the other hand because of the static size effect the higher dynamically applied stresses 

will initiate the cracking at smaller scale levels of rock sample, and the fragment size is smaller. The developed model succeeded  

in explaining the main features of dynamic and static size effect and the apparent controversy in experimental data, and in 

predicting the dynamic fragmentation size, the characteristic transition strain rate and characteristic sample size.   
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1. Introduction 
 

The strength of rock-like materials is size-dependent, i.e. the strength of a rock sample varies in sample size. The 

size-dependent strength of rock-like materials at quasi-static loading condition has been studied by many scientists. 

According to research carried out by Bazant [1], size effect on strength can be classified into two types: (1) statistical 

mechanism, described by the Weibull theory of randomness of local material strength [2-4] and (2) energetic 

(deterministic) mechanism including type I size effect [5-10] for materials with failure initiation from an undamaged 

smooth surface, and type II size effect [5, 11-14] for materials with a pre-existing notch (or stress-free crack) formed 

stably before reaching the maximum load. Another approach to size effect study is based on the concept of fractality 

or self-similarity. The fractality of concrete deformation and fracture was examined by Bazant [7] and Carpinteri et al 

[15, 16] while the mechanics of hierarchical materials was also developed [17]. 

Research into the size effect on the dynamic strength of rock-like materials is limited.  

Collaborative studies [18-20] have been conducted to assess the effect of time on the size effect in concrete 

cylindrical specimens under compressive impact. Four different sizes of concrete cylinders were studied 

(diameter×height): 75×150, 150×300, 300×600, 600×1200mm. The impact velocities used were 5 and 7 m/s. The 

corresponding strain rates varied in the range of 0.06-3.03s-1 for normal concrete cylinders, and 0.014-0.111 s-1 for 

high strength concrete cylinders. Experimental data indicate that size effect existed for compressively loaded concrete 

cylinders under dynamic loads. Generally, as the size of the specimen increased, the apparent strength decreased.  

Hong et al.[21] performed refined research about the size and strain-rate effects on the dynamic strength of rock. 

The testing results show that the rock dynamic strength increases with strain-rate in power law which agree with the 

findings by other scientists [22-25]. The interesting result is that the larger the specimen size is, the more notable the 

strain-rate sensitivity of dynamic strength of rock is, i.e. the rock dynamic strength increases with the increase of 
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specimen size under the same strain-rate which is opposite to the size effect under static loading condition (see Fig.1 

and 2 for granite). The size effect of dynamic strength becomes weaker with the decrease of strain-rate and there exist 

a critical strain-rate below which static size effect takes dominant position. In addition, experiments show that the 

size of the fragments decreases significantly with the increase of sample size. The smaller the sample size is, the 

bigger the dispersion of the experimental results is.  

 

     
Fig. 1 Strain-rate effect on dynamic strength of rocks          Fig. 2 Sample size effect on dynamic strength of  

with different specimen diameters [21]                 rocks under various strain-rates [21] 

  

For a given strain-rate, the larger the sample size is, the smaller the fragment size is, as shown in Fig.3. 

 

    

    (a) d=75mm, 123.98  s         (b) d=36mm, 175.99  s         (c) d=22mm, 138.164  s  
Fig.3 Fragmentation of granite specimens with different sizes under different strain-rates [21] 

  

The experimental investigation on size effect of rock dynamic fracture toughness was performed by Wang et al [26] 

using four geometrically similar holed-cracked flattened Brazilian disc specimens with diameter of 42 mm、80 mm、

122 mm and 155 mm respectively. The discs were diametrically impacted at the flat end by the split Hopkinson 

pressure bar of 100 mm diameter. Experiments showed that the rock dynamic fracture toughness increases with the 

diameter for the geometrically similar specimens; under the same loading rate, the larger the sample size is, the more 

noticeable the dynamic effect is. Gunsallus and Kulhawy [27], Bhagat [28], Whittaker et al. [29], and Zhang et al [30] 

found some approximate relations between fracture toughness and tensile strength, compressive strength etc. on the 

basis of experimental data from literature. Generally, the tensile strength, compressive strength of rock are 

proportional to fracture toughness. Therefore the experimental results obtained by Wang et al [26] comply with those 

of Hong et al [21].   

  Liang et al [31] reported the static and quasi-dynamic tests on granite specimens under various strain rates using 

rock dynamic loading system. The specimens were 50 mm in diameter, with the lengths of 50，75，100，125 mm，

respectively. The experimental data showed that under static and quasi-dynamic loading conditions (with strain rates 

of 10-5～10-2 s-1)，rock strength generally decreases with the increase in specimen length. 

The above mentioned experimental data clearly show certain controversy.  
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What is the underlying mechanism of dynamic size effect on rock mass strength? What is the relationship between 

static and dynamic size effects? May the above mentioned controversial experimental data be interpreted within one 

unified theoretical framework? This paper presents a theoretical study and examines the underlying mechanism of 

dynamic size effect on rock mass strength from the viewpoint of structural hierarchy.    

 

2. Mechanism underlying dynamic size effect on rock mass strength 
 

Rock is a natural material and has complex internal structure with a wide range of scales. In-situ investigations [32] 

as well as experimental and theoretical studies [33] showed that the deformation and fracture of rock-like materials 

are governed by the laws of Maxwell bodies and can be described using Maxwell model. Why are the mechanical 

behaviors of rock-like materials governed by the laws of Maxwell bodies? The reason is that rock-like materials are 

quasi-brittle materials, in deformation and fracture process plastic deformations in rock-like materials are not 

significant, the deformation and fracture process of rock-like materials is mainly governed by elastic deformations 

and cracking. 

The internal structure of rocks has decisive influence on the mechanical behavior of rocks. The crystals with ideal 

regular lattices have their theoretical strength, but the strength of real materials is about 2-3 orders lower than the 

theoretical strength of the ideal crystals. Obviously, the complex hierarchic internal structure of real materials causes 

the stress concentration and strain localization which are responsible for the reduction of real material strength. 

As a reference medium, a crystal with ideal regular lattices will be considered. When such ideal crystal is subjected 

to intensive external loading, the intensity of which is high enough, but well below the strength limit, then damage, 

fracture and stress relaxation will not occur in the crystal. But if the ideal crystal is replaced by a real rock mass with 

complex internal structure, then stress concentration, successive damage and fracture would occur under the action of 

such intensive external loading. Consequently, part of the stresses in rock mass will be relaxed. Therefore, the stress 

may be divided into two components, i.e. the elastic stress caused by the reversible dilatational and distortional 

deformations, and the local inelastic stress due to structural heterogeneities or internal structure which are responsible 

for the irreversible deformations. The elastic stress is related to the reversible deformation linearly. The residual 

stress (inelastic stress) l
ijs  arises at definite strain-rate and relaxes with time. The evolution equation for the 

residual deviatoric stresses l
ijs  due to structural heterogeneities may be described by Maxwell model  

l

s
vec

dt

sd l
ij

ijs

l
ij 




22                                     （1） 

where l
ijs  is the residual deviatory stress components in structural heterogeneities with characteristic scale l ; ije  

is the corresponding strain-rate components,   is the density of the medium; v  is the relaxation velocity, which 

may be interpreted as the propagation velocity of single or multiple cracks depending on the loading conditions; 

sc is the propagation velocity of the elastic shear wave. Here it is assumed that all residual stress components relax 

with the same relaxation time. Essentially vl may be considered as relaxation time vl . The first term on the 

right-hand side of Eq.(1) describes the elastic loading, while the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.(1) depicts 

stress relaxation due to cracking. 

The main feature of this model is that, the relaxation rate of the residual stresses in structural heterogeneities is 
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proportional to the magnitude of the residual stresses, and inversely proportional to the size of the structural 

heterogeneities. The growth of residual stresses is controlled by two contradicting factors on the right-hand side of 

Eq.(1), i.e. the stress growth rate ijs ec 22  and the relaxation rate of residual stresses lsv l
ij . It is necessary to 

note that this model is applicable not only to different rock-like materials with great variation range of relaxation 

times, but also to highly viscous fluids for which the relaxation time is relatively short [34]. 

For constant strain rate the solution of Eq. (1) has the following form   

    t
ijs

lvt
ijs

l
ij eece

v

l
ecs   1212 22                              (2) 

For short loading time t , relaxation process has not enough time to develop, and the loading process is the 

predominant factor, in this case Eq.(2) gives  

ijsijs
l
ij ectecs 22 22                                              (3) 

i.e. the residual stress will increase almost linearly with time.  

For long loading time t , relaxation process has enough time to develop and the loading is influenced by the 

relaxation, therefore, Eq.(2) gives 

v

l
ececs ijsijs

l
ij  22 22                                           (4) 

  For the occurrence of macroscopic fracture, it is necessary that the loading time is greater than relaxation time 

t , therefore Eq.(4) is appropriate for the study of macroscopic fracture of rock samples. 

  Define the intensity of residual deviatory stress as 23 l
ij

l
ijI ss   and substituting Eq.(4) into it, we obtain 

v

l
c IsI  23                                                    (5) 

where 32 ijijI ee    is the intensity of the strain-rate.  

It can be seen from Eqs.(4) and (5) that if the applied strain-rate is fixed, then the larger the size of the 

heterogeneous structural elements is, the greater the residual stresses are. Therefore, we introduce the sample size (D) 

into the model. The main cause of the material fracture is the residual stresses due to stress concentration near 

heterogeneous structural elements. When the intensity of residual stresses I  reaches the strength Y  of the 

sample, fracture occurs. Therefore Eq.(5) may be rewritten as  

v

D
c IsY  23  .                                                   (6) 

  Equation (6) explicitly shows that dynamic strength is proportional to the size of sample, and inversely 

proportional to the the relaxation velocity. The physical mechanism can be explained as follows.   

Experiments show that the maximum crack growth velocity is limited by the Rayleigh wave speed RC  [35]. 

Therefore, the relaxation velocity is also limited. The larger the sample size is, the longer it is needed for the 

occurrence of macroscopic fracture, thus, the higher the ultimate load can be achieved. Factually, dynamic strength 

enhancement of rock sample is the overloading induced by the delay of fracture due to the finiteness of the fracture 

propagation velocity. 

Now the dynamic size effect can be explained. For granite, Young’s modulus of PaE 10105.5   and 
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Poisson’s ratio of 29.0  can be used (thus, the corresponding shear modulus is PaG 101013.2  ). For 

samples with sizes of mmmD 022.022  , mmmD 036.036   and mmmD 075.075  , the effective 

relaxation velocities according to Eq.(6) are sm /3515 , sm /2465  and sm /1867 , respectively, 

when the experimental data shown in Figs.(1) and (2) are applied. It is evident that the effective relaxation velocity 

decreases with the increase of sample size. This relationship is shown in Fig.4 and Eq.(7) 

                      6.6056140359.112 2  DDDv                                      (7) 

where the unit of D  is cm.  

 

 
Fig.4 The velocity of crack propagation vs. specimen size 

 

The decrease of relaxation velocity with the increase of sample diameter may be due to the influence of lateral 

inertial confinement effect induced by the dynamic loading. At high strain rates the inertial confinement becomes 

very remarkable. In this case there exists a transition from one-dimensional stress to one-dimensional strain [36]. The 

transition strain rate depends on the material specimen density and the specimen size; the larger the specimen and the 

higher its density, the lower the transitional strain rate [37, 38]. Li et al.[39, 40] have shown that the apparent 

concrete cylinder strength could be enhanced significantly at a strain rate beyond 102 s-1 associated with a significant 

increase in lateral confinement. Lateral inertial confinement induced by high strain rates delays the macro-fracture of 

solids and decreases the apparent relaxation velocity. 

Thus, the dynamic strength of material can be determined by 

 Dv

D
c IsY  23   .                                        (8) 

Eq.(8) fits remarkably well with the experimental data shown in Figs.(1) and (2). 

 

3. The determination of fragment size of rock  
 

The static and dynamic size effect is shown in Fig.5.  

The static strength of rock mass depends on the sample size. Generally, the compressive strength of materials Y  

can be expressed as a function of the sample size D as follows [5] 

  21
00 1  DDY                                                 (9) 

where 0  and 0D  are constants.  Equation (9) can be rewritten as  
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  12
00  YDD                                                (10) 

 

   

Fig.5 The mechanism of dynamic fragmentation  

 

For fast dynamic loading process, failure will be delayed because of the finiteness of relaxation velocity, and 

overloading will take place. Therefore, for sufficiently large rock sample, dynamic strength will be higher than static 

one. Consequently, the higher applied load will activate the deformation and fracture process in rock at smaller scale 

element levels, and the rock will fracture according to the static size effect law of rock as shown in Fig.5 . 

From Eq.(10), following equation is obtained to determine the average dynamic fragment size of fractured rock 

mass under high strain rates fD  against strain-rate： 
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where 0  and 0D  are determined using the data given in Fig.3(a) and (b). For sample with diameter mmd 75  

and strain rate 123.98  s , the dynamic strength is MPaY 220 , and the fragment size is approximately 

cmD f 2.0 . For sample with diameter mmd 36  and strain rate 175.99  s ，the dynamic strength is 

MPaY 105 , and the fragment size is approximately cmD f 47.1 . These two sets of data together with Eq.(11) 

give mmD 75.10   and Pa8
0 1022.3  . 

Hence,  

     



   11022.31075.11

2832
00 Yf DD   .              (12) 

For the case shown in Fig.3(c), the diameter of sample is mmd 22 . According to Fig.1(a), MPaY 100 . 

Substituting MPaY 100  into Eq.(14), mmD f 4.16  is obtained, which is very close to the fragment size in 
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Fig.3 (c), mmDf 6.15222  . Therefore, the model can be used to determine the dynamic effects on strength 

and fragmentation size. 

Grady [41, 42] used the model presented in Fig.6 to illustrate the equilibrium and non-equilibrium fragmentation 

of solids. In the model Grady introduced a term “correlation horizon” to characterize the region of material within 

which material points are within an elastic distance. In our case the correlation horizon is the size of rock testing 

samples. In Fig.6 the resisting fragmentation energy curve describes the variation of energy density required to create 

new fracture surface with the correlation distance. As an example given in [41], the energy density required to 

fracture a cube of size l into equal cubes of size l/2 is  

                         lU s  3                                                  (13) 

where   is the fracture surface energy per unit area. It is clear that sU decreases with increase of l . 

The driving fragmentation energy curve describes the dependence of energy density provided by loading process to 

fuel the fracture process on the correlation horizon. The driving fragmentation energy density is given in [41] and 

determined by the following equation:  

      22 22222 tEtcUe                                                   (14) 

where eU represents the elastic energy density induced by dynamic loading before fracture,  is the strain rate, t  

is the loading time, and c is the wave propagation velocity. It is clear that eU increases with the loading time or the 

correlation distance.  

Under condition of se UU  , i.e. at the junction of the two energy curves, equilibrium fragmentation is identified 

[42]. Non-equilibrium fragmentation, in contrast to equilibrium fragmentation, occurs in those materials that, when 

subjected to dynamic fragmentation conditions, do not fail at the junction of the two energy curves. Instead, elastic 

strain energy continues to increase until some other failure criterion is achieved.  

 

                     

Fig.6 The equilibrium and non-equilibrium fragmentation [41] 
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It has been found that our proposed model is in good agreement with the model given by Grady. 

In Fig.5 following the static size effect curve the energy density required to fracture rock sample is  

                          
 0

2
0

2

122 DDEE

D
U f 


                                    (15) 

where Eq.(9) is used. It is clear that fU  decreases with the increase of D , and this corresponds to the resisting 

fragmentation energy curve in Fig.6. 

Along the dynamic size effect curve in Fig.5 the energy density provided by loading process to fuel the fracture 

process is  

222222 22 vDEtcUe                                     (16) 

where vDt   is used. eU  increases with the increase of D , which corresponds to the driving fragmentation 

energy curve in Fig.6. 

When Ue is equal to Us it reaches the conditions under which equilibrium fragmentation is achieved, and cD is the 

average fragment size under equilibrium fragmentation [41, 42]. For the given rock sample size D  (corresponding 

to the entry length scale c in Fig.6) and strain rate , the average fragment size fD (corresponding to the exit 

length scale e in Fig.6) can be determined by using Eq.11. Much of the dynamic fracture and fragmentation 

mechanism is examined by the length scales cD and fD . Onset of failure and initial fracture is governed by the 

length scale cD . High strain rates when overloading takes place due to the finiteness of the fracture propagation 

velocity, results in higher strain energy density. In order to release the excess of the strain energy, crack branching 

developes. Continued fractures, through successive crack branching, cascade down through the length scales until 

strain energy is exhausted at the length scale fD . Over the range of length scales, bounded by cD and fD , the 

behavior of fracture is independent of length scale. The physical processes become self-similarity, and such processes 

are described by power-law functions of the size d within the range of cf DdD  . Hence, our model complies 

with the model of Grady [41, 42]. 

  

 4. The determination of characteristic size and characteristic strain rate for rock  
 

For a fixed strain-rate of I , assume that there exists a characteristic size CD  for rock sample, above which 

dynamic size effect on rock strength will predominate. The characteristic size CD  is determined by the intersection 

of static size effect curve and dynamic size effect curve in Fig.5 by the following relation 
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   c

c
IsYcD Dv

D
cDD  221

00 31                               (17) 

By substituting Eq.(7) into Eq.(17) we can easily determine the characteristic size cD . 

On the other hand for a fixed rock sample size D , from the following relation 

   Dv

D
cDD IcsYD  221

00 31                                (18) 

the following characteristic strain-rate can be derived  
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                             (19) 

From Eq.(19) it is clear that under fixed rock sample size D , when strain-rate Ic   , dynamic size effect has 

dominant effect, and when Ic    static size effect predominates. On the other hand, under fixed strain-rate Ic , 

when strain-rate cDD  , dynamic size effect dominates, otherwise static size affects mainly.  

From Eq.(19) it is also clear that the larger the specimen and the higher its density, the lower the transitional strain 

rate. This is in agreement with the findings presented by Forrestal et al. [37], Zhang et al.[38] and Hong et al. [21].  

The physical meaning of above conclusion is discussed below.    

For rock samples with definite size l , the so-called static strength st of rock is measured under definite strain 

rate Ic . From the viewpoint of relaxation process, it is meant that in this case loading process is balanced by 

relaxation process, i.e. 

02 2 





l

s
vec

dt

sd l
ij

ijs

l
ij                                         (20) 

which means that 
v

l
ecs ijs

l
ij 22 , i.e. stIsI v

l
c   23 . Therefore the corresponding strain rate is 

lc

v

s

st
Ic 23

  , indicating that static strength and strain rate have one-to-one correspondence (see Fig.7). When the 

applied strain rates are greater than Ic , IcI    , we have 02 2 





l

s
vec

dt

sd l
ij

ijs

l
ij  , dynamic loading process 

takes place leading to dominant dynamic size effect (see Fig.7).  
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Fig.7 The characteristic transition strain rate 

 

On the other hand, for fixed strain rate  , the corresponding critical sample size satisfying Eq.(20) is 

Ics

st
cr

c

v
l



23

 . If crll  , then we have 02 2 





l

s
vec

dt

sd l
ij

ijs

l
ij  , which shows that the dynamic size effect 

occurs (see Fig.5). 

The characteristic transition strain-rates for the tests in [21] can be examined using Eq.(19). For sample with 

diameter mmd 75 , we have sm /1867 , PaG 101013.2  , mmD 75.10  ， Pa8
0 1022.3  , the 

predicted characteristic transition strain-rate is  
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21
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For sample with diameter mmd 36 , we have sm /2645 , and the predicted Ic  is 174  sIc . 

For sample with diameter mmd 22 , we have sm /3515 , and the predicted Ic
 

is 1227  sIc . 

It can be seen from Fig.1 that if the static strength of granite is 70 MPa, the experimentally determined 

characteristic transition strain-rates for samples with diameters 75d , 36 and mm22  are Ic 40, 90 and 160/s, 

respectively ( see Tab.1). With consideration of the experimental errors, the predictions based on the presented model 

may be regarded as satisfactory.  
 

Table 1  

Ic determined by experiments and the present model 

 

d     Ic (s-1) (by tests)     Ic (s-1)(by present model) 

  

75mm           40                 18.9 

36mm           90                 74 

22mm          160                 227 

 

  For the case in [18] for high strength concrete cylinders, the elastic modulus is PaE 101072.4  , Poisson’s ratio 

Dynamic size  
effect  regime 

Static 
size  
Effect 
regime 

(For definite  

sample size) 
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is 25.0 , thus, the corresponding shear modulus is PaG 101089.1  , the density of the cylinders is 

33 /1047.2 mkg  . The transverse wave velocity is smGCt /2766  .The Rayleigh wave velocity RC  

[43] is smCC tR /2542919.0  .The size effect law in [18] may be approximated by Eq.(9) with 0D =70mm and 

Pa8
0 105.1  . We here take the limit crack propagation velocity as RCv 4.0 =1106m/s. Then we can use 

Eq.(15) to conservatively evaluate the characteristic strain rate for the largest specimen with diameter 600 mm 

 
 

1-
21

0

0 95.0
13

s
DDGD

Dv
Ic 




  

  In [18] for high strength concrete cylinders under the impact velocity of 7 m/s the real strain rates varied in the 

range of 0.014-0.111 s-1 that were well below the characteristic strain rate, therefore static size effect dominated the 

size effect of the high strength concrete cylinders, and the apparent strength decreased as the size of the specimen 

increased. 

  Obviously, static size effect also was a dominant factor in the tests in work [31]. 

  Therefore, the proposed model interpreted the main features of the above mentioned tests, and explained the 

apparent controversy.  

 

5. Concluding remarks 
 

Rock-like materials have complex internal heterogeneous structure. The deformation and fracture of rocks also 

vary with time. Their temporal scales of changes are related to the internal structure and physical-mechanical 

properties of rocks. To understand the nature of dynamic size effect of strength of rocks it is necessary to consider the 

structural hierarchy of rocks and the temporal properties of deformation and fracture process of rocks. This paper 

establishes the relationship between strength, sample size and strain rate by adopting relaxation model of Maxwell 

type for rock. It has been shown that when the strain rate is well above certain characteristic strain rate the dynamic 

loading process takes predominant role due to the finiteness of crack propagation velocity. The larger the sample size 

is, the more time is needed for cracks to develop through the sample and the higher are the applied stresses before 

macrofracture. Factually the dynamic strength enhancement is caused by overloading induced by the delay of 

fracture due to the finiteness of the fracture propagation velocity. Because of the size effect of rock strength, the 

overloading will initiate the cracking at smaller scale levels of rock sample; hence the fragment size is smaller. 

Combining the size effect equations, the developed models succeeded in predicting the dynamic fragmentation size. 

As we showed the proposed fragmentation model applies with the model of Grady. The developed models also 

succeeded in predicting the characteristic transition strain rate and characteristic sample size. The mechanism 

underlying dynamic size effect on rock mass strength is examined, the main features and the apparent controversy in 

experimental data was explained, and the predominant parameters for static and dynamic size effect are clearly 

identified.   
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